Amazing
Love the neighborhood, but need
more space? See how three local
residences were transformed
from modest to magnificent.
by Jennifer Sergent

Anne Gummerson

wilma and
bruce bowers’
mclean home,
pre-remodel
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Jim’s Office

Work and Play
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thetic. That’s where designer Marika
Meyer came in, replacing the original
earth-toned palette with crisp whites
and blues, offset with natural wood.
One thing is now noticeably absent
from Jim’s new office and den on the
main floor: a big desk. “I spend half
my time with my laptop, sitting on
the couch,” he says, pointing toward a
seating area that doubles as a place to
watch football, golf or movies. Donna,
a lawyer by training who sits on the
board of the Arlington Free Clinic, also
has her own office hideaway.
The kids have new digs, too. Caroline, 14, has a larger bedroom and bath
on the second floor (across from a wellused guest suite), while the unfinished
attic was converted into a loft, bedroom and bath for Nicholas, 17.
Architect Doug Roberts describes
the end result as a good combination
of classic styling with modern function. “There are always challenges
with an older home, getting all the
needs of today’s families into an existing space,” he says. “I think in this
case, we did.”
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Neighborhood:

Country Club Hills
Architect:

GTM Architects,
gtmarchitects.com
Builder:

Ventura Group,
venturagroupllc.com
Interior Designer:

Marika Meyer Interiors,
meyerinteriors.com
Originally built:

1968
Remodeled:

2014
Original sq. footage:

3,668
New sq. footage:

6,356

Angie Seckinger (interiors); Kevin Weber / GTM Architects (Exterior)

When Jim Alpi started working full
time from home in 2007, his work
space was a tiny bedroom on the second floor with a pull-down ladder to
the attic in the middle of the room.
Insulation would scatter anytime the
ladder came down.
The makeshift office wasn’t the only
shortcoming in the 1968 home he
shared with his wife, Donna, and their
two kids, both students at H-B Woodlawn. They loved their close-knit cul-desac in Country Club Hills, but with Jim,
an energy consultant, working from
home, there was no place to put out-oftown guests. Visitors were relegated to a
pullout sofa in the basement, which had
a powder room but no full bath.
Not wanting to move, the Alpis hired
Arlington remodeler Steve Smith of
Ventura Group and Bethesda-based
GTM Architects to reconfigure their
Georgian-style home by removing the
existing roof, adding a third floor, and
building a side addition with space for
a family room and breakfast area, a new
master suite and a new garage.
They also wanted a fresher aes-

office: Jim’s new
office is paneled in
quarter-sawn oak.
exterior: Dormer
windows, a new front
portico and fresh
paint lend character
to the new facade.
The addition (on
the left side) blends
seamlessly with the
original structure.
Kitchen: Custom
cabinets (by Crown
Point Cabinetry in
New Hampshire) are
offset by a walnut
island top and red-oak
floors.
BREAKFAST room:
Eclectic is in. Here,
bold prints and
mismatched seating
are trendy, yet classic.

Kitchen

Master SUITE: On
the inside, dormer
windows provide
alcoves for cozy
window seating.

BREAKFAST Room

Caroline and
Donna Alpi

master suite
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kitchen

The Hersheys with their
dog, Crosby

master suite

kitchen: Subway tile, modern
pendants and a quartzite island
lend an urban edge.
master suite: This bedroom sits
two steps up from the hallway, by
design. The move creates an extra
level of privacy, while allowing
9-foot ceilings in the kitchen and
great room below.

great room: Window shades
that operate from the bottom up
maintain privacy without blocking
out natural light.
exterior: Though the original
stoop has been replaced by a
front porch, the house maintains a
modest scale from the street. The
addition stretches out in back.

porch: From its second-story
vantage point, the screened retreat
feels like a tree house.
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Before
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great Room

Scott Braman (all)

Party of Five
Maggie and Andrew Hershey hoped to
have a second child when they moved
into their three-bedroom Colonial in
Lyon Park. Instead, Maggie says, “We
got the bonus.” Twins.
Suddenly their vintage home felt a
little less charming and a little more
cramped. The main living spaces were
small and closed off from each other,
and “it just didn’t flow well,” Maggie
says. But they loved the neighborhood
and their corner lot. So they decided to
add on rather than move.
Soon, they were challenging Bob
Braddock of Red House Architects
and Dennis Lewis of T.W. Wallace
Construction (both based in Arlington) to devise a way to expand their
home’s square footage without creating a monster that towered over neighboring houses.
“The addition couldn’t look like it
had turned its back on the front of the
house,” Braddock says. “And we didn’t
want it to look like the big part [of the
house] was eating the small part.”
It doesn’t—thanks to deft use of a lot
that naturally slopes downward in the
back. The three-story addition is ori-

ented toward the rear, where it steps
down the hill, making it less obvious.
With the addition, the home now
features an open-plan kitchen and
great room, a double-height screened
porch in back and a new master suite
upstairs. All three kids—Cameron, 8,
and Hayden and Sarah, 5—have their
own rooms, and the once-tiny basement now includes a fitness room and
guest room, along with a new garage.
D.C.-based renovation and style
consultant Jenny Macomber helped
the Hersheys make color and furnishing choices to fit their aesthetic. “We
wanted a welcoming, warm space that
was good for entertaining,” says Maggie, a former lobbyist for the semiconductor industry who now stays home
with the kids. Andrew, a sales executive
at a software company, wanted “a New
York feel, like a loft in Tribeca.”
Everyone got what they wanted.
“Daily life is much better because the
flow has improved so much,” Maggie says. “We can be together much
more as a family instead of being isolated in different rooms, doing different things.”

Neighborhood:

Lyon Park
Architect:

Red House Architects
redhousearch.com
Builder:

T.W. Wallace Construction
twwallace.com
Interior Designer:

Jenny Macomber Homes
jennymacomberhomes.
com
Originally built:

1938
Remodeled:

2014
Original Sq. footage:

3,224
New sq. footage:

5,442
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Open Minded
Remodelers Wilma and Bruce Bowers
had just finished renovating their own
home in McLean’s Salona Village—a
whole-house makeover so lovely it was
featured on HGTV—when another
house in the neighborhood stole their
hearts.
Their new love? A “Colonial Williamsburg-style” brick Cape Cod sitting on a bucolic half acre.
“It just exuded charm,” says Wilma,
who owns McLean-based Bowers
Design Build with her husband. “I’m
a Virginian—it’s something I’m very
proud of—so anything that speaks to
Virginia heritage is terrific.”
The original owner, who had built
the house himself 50 years earlier, had
just passed away. The Bowerses purchased it with the intention of preserving its classic exterior architecture. But
the interiors were another matter.
Beyond eliminating “the horrible wallpaper, the cobwebs and the
smells,” Wilma says, they wanted to
renovate and add on to create a more
flowing layout that could accommodate family gatherings of up to 75
people, along with day-to-day life
with their daughters, Sadie and Mary
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(then students at Longfellow Middle
School). Walls separating the original
home’s kitchen, dining room and living
room were among the first things to go.
In their place is a large, open kitchen
and great room, divided only by a twosided stone fireplace.
Natural materials such as exposed
wood beams help to bring the outside
in, Bruce points out. And the space
feels even bigger, thanks to large windows and doorways that now connect
to a pool terrace, outdoor fireplace and
dining patio.
With the renovation, the couple also
created his and hers home offices, a
light-filled sunroom and a lower-level
bar and exercise room.
Though the initial remodel was
completed a decade ago, the house
is still a work in progress. This year,
Wilma says, they hope to expand the
pool and patio area to include an outdoor kitchen: “We do so many cool
outdoor spaces for our clients that we
have outdoor-living envy!” n
Design writer Jennifer Sergent lives with
her husband and two sons in Arlington’s
Waverly Hills neighborhood.
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dining/great room

rear Before

Neighborhood:

Salona Village
Builder:

Bowers Design Build
www.bowersdesign
build.com
Originally built:

1961
Remodeled:

2005
Original Sq. footage:

3,700
New Sq. footage:

5,600

Courtesy of Bowers Design Build (before exterior) all others by Anne Gummerson

wilma’s office

great room

rear after

Bruce, Sadie, Wilma
and Mary Bowers

Kitchen

office: French doors
channel light from the foyer
into Wilma’s sunny office.
Dining area: The floors
are made of reclaimed barn
wood. The exposed ceiling
beams were cut at a mill in
Bluemont, Virginia.
GREAT ROOM: Ochre
walls and a double-sided
fireplace create the
feeling of a rustic Tuscan
farmhouse.
EXTERIOR: The backyard
now includes an expansive
patio and a pool.
KITCHEN: The original
galley kitchen ended just
to the right of the window
and stove. Now the kitchen
extends into the dining area
and great room.
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